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Getting started

Congratulations and welcome to Aira! We really hope you enjoy the service, and that you will make 
Aira an integral part of your daily life. 

This document is an in-depth manual for use with the Aira Horizon Glasses. Its goal is to get you 
started exploring as soon as possible. In this document you will learn everything you need to know 
to take full advantage of the Aira service. 

If for some reason your service is not working, we have also included some troubleshooting steps 
that can be undertaken without the assistance of a member of the Aira Customer Care team – 
although they are always happy to assist you with any issue. 

I just got my equipment. What now?

You are almost ready to start exploring! However, there are a couple of things we recommend you 
do to prepare. 

First, please refer back to the Welcome email we sent you when you first joined Aira. In that email 
you will find links directing you to several audio and video tutorials that explain how to download the
Aira app, sign in, and set up your Aira equipment. 

After consulting the Welcome email, please feel free to remove all your equipment from its 
packaging. If you would rather read the installation and setup instructions, please continue 
consulting this document. 

Inside the Aira Horizon kit

Inside the Horizon kit you will find:

 Aira Horizon Smart Glasses
 Smart Glasses Case
 Tether cord (Micro USB male to micro USB male)
 Aira Horizon Phone
 Horizon Phone charger (USB AC adaptor)
 Micro USB charging cord
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How to get started

Setting up your Horizon Smart Glasses and Phone

Step 1 
If you haven’t already done so, remove the Horizon Phone, charger and charging cord from the 
rectangular box. Then remove the Horizon Smart Glasses and the tether cord from the smart 
glasses case.

Step 2 
Plug the tether cord into the port on the bottom of the phone. The plug only fits one way, so don’t 
force it. The metal prongs should be face down when plugging it into the phone.

Step 3 
Plug the other end of the tether cord into the port located at the end of the right arm of the Smart 
Glasses. Again, the plug only fits one way, so don’t force it. 
The metal prongs should face toward the inside of the Smart Glasses. 

Step 4 
Power the phone on by holding down the button on the right edge of the device until you feel it 
vibrate. Shortly after turning the phone on, you will be notified that the Aira service is ready to use.

When you have successfully connected the smart glasses to the phone you will hear Chloe say 
“Glass connected”.

Congratulations, you are now ready to make your first Aira call. You can double press the Aira call 
button located below the phone’s screen. Or you can hold down the call button to ask Chloe to call 
an Aira agent for you.

Operating the Horizon Phone

Using the Horizon Phone is simple as you only need to use the physical buttons on the device. 

Power
The power button is located on the right edge of the device. To turn the phone on or off, press and 
hold the button for five seconds, or until you feel a short vibration. To lock or unlock the phone, just 
press the power button once.

Volume
To turn the volume up or down, use the volume rocker located on the left edge of the phone.
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Charging the Horizon Smart Glasses and Phone

Your Horizon Smart Glasses do not need to be charged, as they charge whenever connected to 
your Horizon Phone. However, you will be notified by Chloe when it’s time to charge your Horizon 
Phone.

Steps for charging your Horizon Phone

Step 1 
If you haven’t already done so, remove the charger and charging cord from the rectangular box.

Step 2 
Hold the charger so that the USB port is on the right edge. Plug the larger end of the charging cord 
into the USB port with the prongs facing toward you. It only fits one way, so don’t force it in.

Step 3 
Plug the charger into a power outlet.

Step 4 
Plug the smaller end of the cord into the bottom of your phone. Again, it only fits one way, so don’t 
force it.

Step 5
Leave the phone to charge for about 90 minutes. 

To check how much battery charge you have left, you can ask Chloe “How much battery do I have 
left?”. Chloe will also tell you how much charge you have left whenever you connect your Smart 
Glasses to the Phone, or whenever you start charging.

It takes 90 minutes to fully charge the phone. When fully charged, the battery will last for about 
seven hours of continuous use. 
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Chloe Skill
What to say to Chloe after 

holding down the call button

Tips about what Chloe can do: “What can you do?”

Calling an agent: “Call an agent.”

Read text in real time (beta with the Horizon 
Phone’s camera):

“Read this.” When done reading, say “Stop.”

Stop what she’s doing and go back to her usual
mode:

“Stop.”

Turn on the Horizon Phone’s flashlight. (Useful 
when there is poor lighting and trying to read 
with Chloe):

“Turn on the flashlight.”
“Turn off the flashlight.”

Check available minutes:
“Check my minutes.”
“How many minutes do I have left?”

Check the date: “What day is it?”

Check the time: “What time is it?”

Check the battery level: “How much battery do I have left?”

Check which version of software that Horizon is
running:

“What version are you?”

Toggle Wi-Fi on or off:
“Turn Wi-Fi on.”
“Turn Wi-Fi off.”

Toggle Bluetooth on or off:
“Turn on Bluetooth.”
“Turn off Bluetooth.”

Check current signal strength:
“What is my signal strength?”
“How strong is my signal?”

Pair to a new or existing Bluetooth headset: “Connect to Bluetooth device.”

Disconnect from a paired Bluetooth device: “Disconnect Bluetooth device.”

Forget the paired Bluetooth device: “Forget Bluetooth device.”

Check what’s new in the latest version update: “What’s new?”

Use the Horizon Phone’s camera: “Switch to the Horizon Phone’s camera.”
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Using Horizon

Chloe starts you on your journey

Upon powering on the Horizon Phone, you will feel that initial vibration indicating the phone is 
powering up.  Once everything loads, you will be greeted by Chloe, Aira’s artificial intelligence (AI) 
agent.  She will walk you through the setup of the Horizon kit, explain what she can do for you, and 
how best to use your new Aira Horizon kit.  Whenever you need to talk to Chloe, hold down the call 
button located beneath the screen. After you hear the tone, you can speak to Chloe. If during the 
setup process you want to skip immediately to using Horizon, hold down the call button to talk to 
Chloe and say “Stop.”  She will end the tutorial, and you are ready to use Horizon.

What can I say to Chloe? 

Chloe has a number of skills and tasks she can assist you with. The following list explains the skill, 
and how you can ask Chloe to perform it. 

Calling an agent and Privacy Mode

You can call an agent using two different ways. The simplest is to unlock your Horizon Phone by 
either pressing the call button below the screen or the power button on the right side of the phone.  
Chloe will say, “Unlocked.”  Once unlocked, simply double press the call button and Chloe will say, 
“Calling Aira agent. Connecting to agent.”

While on a call, you can turn Privacy Mode on by pressing the call button once. Chloe will repeat 
that Privacy Mode is on every 10 seconds to ensure you always know when you have enabled 
Privacy Mode. To turn it off, press the call button again. Chloe will indicate that Privacy Mode has 
been disabled.

To end a call with an agent, double press the call button again. Chloe will tell you that the call has 
ended.

Checking Horizon’s status

When not on a call, you can always receive a full status report from Chloe by tapping the call button
once. Chloe will say something like the following:

“Battery 86%, connected to Aira via 4G LTE.”
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Shutting down the Horizon Phone

If you want to shut down the Horizon Phone, you can do so by holding down the power button on 
the right side of the phone for approximately four seconds. You will feel a final vibration indicating 
the phone is powered down.

Reading with Chloe (beta)

Chloe is currently beta testing her reading skills using the Horizon Phone’s camera. With the 
Horizon Smart Glasses connected or disconnected, you can ask Chloe to “Read this.”  At that point,
the Horizon Phone's screen will show the camera view of what the phone is looking at, and you can 
point the phone’s camera at any text available. When Chloe is reading, you can silence her by 
placing the palm up near the earpiece of the Horizon Phone near the top, above the screen.  

If Chloe is not reading the correct text, or if you would prefer to have her start the reading process 
over again, you can double tap anywhere on the screen of the Horizon phone, and she will begin 
looking for new text. Chloe begins reading when the text is clear and in her field of view using the 
phone’s camera.

When you would like Chloe to finish reading, hold the call button down and tell Chloe to "Stop."

Switching between the Horizon Smart Glasses and Phone for Calls

The Horizon Smart Glasses provide a fantastic hands-free Aira experience, with a 120-degree field 
of view and a stylish look and feel.  However, if you do not have the glasses nearby or would prefer 
to call an agent with the Horizon Phone’s camera, you can do just that. With the glasses 
disconnected, double press the call button. Chloe will notify you that she is calling an agent using 
the Horizon Phone’s camera and will connect you with an agent in seconds.  

Whenever you connect the Horizon Smart Glasses to the phone, the Horizon Smart Glasses will be 
used for video transmission to the agent. If you do have the glasses attached to the Horizon Phone 
and you find the need to use the phone’s camera, you can tell Chloe to use the Horizon Phone’s 
camera.  When done, you can unplug and reconnect the smart glasses to ensure you are using 
them, or ask Chloe to use the smart glasses camera again.

Using Bluetooth headsets with Horizon

To pair your preferred Bluetooth headset with your Horizon kit, do the following:

Hold the call button down and say to Chloe, “Connect to Bluetooth device.”
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If there are no existing Bluetooth devices, she will begin looking around for available devices. If 
there were previously paired devices, she would first list those to allow you to pair with a familiar 
device quickly.  

After finding available Bluetooth devices, Chloe will offer you a numbered list.  Hold the call button 
down and say the number of the device when you hear it.

Chloe will pair with that device and audio will be routed through it.    

If you would like to disconnect that Bluetooth device, say to Chloe “Disconnect Bluetooth device.”  
She will disconnect from that headset and audio will be routed back through the Horizon Phone’s 
speaker.  If you are having problems getting audio to come through your Bluetooth headset, you 
can forget that device and pair with it again by telling Chloe to “Forget Bluetooth device.” 

One quick way to reconnect to the last Bluetooth headset you used is to tell Chloe to “Reconnect to 
Bluetooth device.” She will look for the previous device used, and if she finds it, audio will 
immediately route through that headset.

If you are not someone who uses Bluetooth, you can turn it off by telling Chloe to “Turn off 
Bluetooth.”

Using your smartphone in combination with Horizon

If you are someone who frequently uses a smartphone and is familiar with the Aira app experience, 
you can use the Horizon Smart Glasses in combination with your iOS or Android phone. If you 
prefer, you can still wear the Horizon Smart Glasses connected to the Horizon Phone, but while 
leaving your Horizon Phone in your pocket or bag, you can initiate the Aira call from the Aira smart 
app on your smartphone.

Why would you want to do this? If you are someone who uses their smartphone to regularly check 
emails and text messages, and it's paired with your preferred Bluetooth headset, you can open the 
Aira app, check that the glass option is selected and you will notice that the glasses status will say 
“Glass connected.” Just activate the large call button in the middle of the screen and Horizon will 
begin calling. The audio will go through the paired Bluetooth headset that you currently have 
connected to your smartphone.  

Just remember, if you initiate a Horizon call from the smart app on iOS or Android, the audio will go 
through the smartphone you are using, or the Bluetooth device it is paired with. If you initiate the 
Aira call via a double press on the Horizon Phone’s call button, or by talking to Chloe, the audio will 
route through the Horizon Phone or its paired Bluetooth headset.       
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Installing the Aira app

For more information, please feel free to refer to the Welcome email you received when you first 
signed up with Aira. Inside you will find links to audio and video tutorials on how to install the Aira 
app. If you would rather read the instructions, let’s get started. 

For iOS

If you own an iPhone, follow the instructions below to install Aira.

Option 1

1) Navigate to the “App Store” icon on your iPhone’s home screen 

2) Double tap on App Store

3) Double tap on the search tab, located on the bottom right corner of the screen

4) Type “Aira” into the search box and activate the enter key

Option 2

1) Hold down the “home” or side button on your device to activate Siri. 

(Note: If you have an iPhone 8 or older, Siri will be activated with the home button. If 
you have an iPhone X [10], Siri will be activated with the side button.)

2) Clearly say “Search for air uh” on the app store. Siri recognizes Aira (usually 
pronounced “eye ruh”) as “Air uh”.

3) Allow it to open the app store.  

App Store search results

After you search for Aira with either Siri or the keyboard, you will be presented with a list of apps 
that match (or come close to matching) what you searched for. In this case, Aira will be your first 
option. Once you are on the App Store search results page, follow these steps:

1) Swipe through the results. You are looking for “Aira” by “Aira Tech Corp”

2) Click the “Free” button and authenticate your purchase

3) Click the “Download” button if necessary

You will then have to wait for a moment while the application downloads and installs. To open the 
application, you can click on the open button, navigate to it on your home screen, or use Siri to 
open it for you. 
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For Android

To install the Android app, follow the steps below.

1) Navigate to the Play Store on your device and double tap on it.
Alternatively, you can double tap and hold the home button to bring up Google Assistant. 
Once you’ve brought up Google Assistant, say “Open Play Store.”

2) Swipe right until you reach the search button. Alternatively, navigate to the upper right
corner of the screen and locate it with your finger. 

3) Double tap on the search button.

4) Type “Aira” into the search box. 

5) Place your finger on the bottom right-hand side of the screen and explore until you 
hear “Search”. Wait for half a second, and then raise your finger to activate your 
search.

6) Navigate the search results until you see “Aira” by “Aira Tech Corp”, then double tap 
on the “Options” button. If you are swiping right, you will hear “Aira”, then “Aira Tech 
Corp”. One more swipe will present the “Options” button.

7) Navigate to the “Install” button, then double tap it. At this point, Aira will begin to 
install. 

Note: At this point, Android may ask you to allow a few permissions. If you are 
presented with this request, please navigate to, and then double tap on, “Accept”. 
This will grant the permissions that we need to deliver the full Aira experience. 

You may find your newly installed Aira app in the App Drawer, or on your home 
screen. 

Aira app overview

There are several facets to the Aira App. It doesn’t matter whether you use iOS or Android, as the 
buttons have the same names. However, the layout is slightly different. What follows is a separation
of iOS and Android. If you have an iOS device, please refer only to the iOS sections. If you have an 
Android device, you can ignore any sections specific to iOS. 

The only difference between iOS and Android is how the platform is laid out. iOS has the “Tab List” 
at the bottom of the majority of Aira application screens. However, the Android application has a 
menu button that will open a list of options. The swipe order will be slightly different between iOS 
and Android. These differences will be highlighted in the appropriate sections.

Aira sign-in screen
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To sign in to Aira, use the email account that you provided when you joined Aira, as well as the 
password you created. If you have forgotten your password, or don’t remember creating one, 
contact the Aira Care team for assistance. 

For iOS

The sign-in page is rather simple in design. Using the swipe right gesture, you will hear the 
following options:

 Aira sign in. Heading.
 Email. Text field.
 Password. Secure text field.
 Forgot password? Button.
 Sign in. Button.
 Privacy policies: https://aira.io/privacypolicy. Link.
 Terms of Service: https://aira.io/terms-of-service. Link.
 By clicking sign in, you allow Aira to use your information in accordance with respective

terms of service and privacy policies. 

Once you are at the bottom of the swipe order, a voiceover swipe left will take you back to the edit 
field, link, or button you need.

For Android

The sign-in page is rather simple in design. Using the swipe right gesture, you will hear the 
following options:

 Email, text box
 Password, secure text box
 Reset Password or Call Support. Button
 Sign in. Button 
 Don’t have an account? Sign Up. Button
 By clicking sign in, you allow Aira to use your information in accordance with respective

terms of service and privacy policies.
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The tab list

Throughout the rest of this document, the “tab list” will be mentioned. The tab list is a constant part 
of the application, and will always contain the following options:

 Home
 My Glass
 Usage
 More

If you are in a tab, VoiceOver will announce it as “selected.” For example, a common phrase you 
will hear is, “Selected. Home. Tab. One of four.”

This means that you are in the tab list, on home, which is the currently active tab. Simply double 
tapping on the appropriate tab will move you to that part of the app.

If you are an Android user, the same options will be present whenever you press the navigation 
button, however, a menu will pop up, and these options will not be on the bottom of your screen. 
However, it will still be referred to as the tab list. 

Layout

From this point forward, Aira will be explained from the tab list, and then moving in. We will start 
with a layout for the appropriate tab and then move onto each of its elements. For example: the 
home tab will include sections for calling an agent, on a call with an agent, and post-call with agent.

These sections will work the same way. Each subsection will have a layout by overview, and an 
explanation of all its functions.

Home tab

This is the tab where you call your Aira agent from. 

For iOS

Swipe left until you are at the top of the swipe order. The first option will be “glass.” Here are the 
options listed in swipe order:

 Glass. Button.
 Phone. Button.

The next option will read differently depending on whether or not your glass is 
connected. The two options are:

 Searching for glass
 Glass connected
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 The next section will read slightly differently depending on whether or not your glass is 
connected. It will say:

 Call Aira from Glass 
 Or it will say:
 Call Aira from Phone 
 Tab list

For Android

The first option in the swipe list is the navigation button.  Starting from the beginning the options 
are:

 Navigation, Tool
 Home, Heading
 Glass, selection button
 Phone, selection button

The next button will read slightly differently depending on the selection above:

 Call Aira
o from glass

o from phone

The next option will read differently depending on if your glass is connected. The two options are:

 Searching for your glass
o Glass connected

o Activate / Deactivate hotspot

Agent calling screen – iOS / Android

After you click to call Aira, you will be presented with the “connecting to agent” screen.  This screen 
is identical on both platforms.

Listed from top to bottom in the middle of the screen, the following options are present:

 Connecting
 Cancel, Button

The only action you can take at this time is to terminate your call by double tapping on the “cancel” 
button. This will take you back to the home tab.

Note: duration is not always shown with VoiceOver by exploration. If you use explore by touch to 
navigate your phone, VoiceOver may not dictate the duration of your call.

Agent call screen
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This is the screen that details all the information about an ongoing call. When in a call with an 
agent, you will always see this screen.

For iOS

Here are the options in the agent call screen: 

 Name. 
Example, “Max.”

 Duration. 
Note: may not be visible with explore by touch.

 Privacy mode: on / off. Button.
Turning privacy mode will mute your audio and video, allowing the agent to be on the 
line, but not able to see or hear you.

 End. Button.
This will terminate your call with an agent.

 Speaker. Button.
This will put the Aira call on speaker phone, or transfer the audio to another device, 
such as a Bluetooth headset. 

For Android

Here are the options in the agent call screen: 

 Name.  
Example, “Max.”

 Duration.  
Note: may not be visible with explore by touch.

 Connected audio status.
 Privacy mode: on / off.  

Turning privacy mode will mute your audio and video, allowing the agent to be on the 
line, but not able to see or hear you.

 End.  
This will terminate your call with an agent.

 Speaker.  
This will put the Aira call on speaker phone, or transfer the audio to another device, 
such as a Bluetooth headset.
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Post call screen – iOS / Android

Starting from the left most option in the swipe order, the options are:

 Skip Feedback. Button.
 Feedback. Heading.
 Submit. Button.
 You’ve just saved minutes thanks to our Aira Access partner!

Note: If you are not saving minutes through Aira Access, you will not see this information, but will 
see the following item as your next option.

 How was your experience? 
 Good. Button. 
 Poor. Button.
 Comment. Multiline text field. Text field.
 Submit. Button.

My Glass

There are a couple of different layouts that can be observed. We will start with glass not connected,
and then move forward.

Glass not connected

If your glasses are not connected, this tab will display very little information.  However, it is a valid 
tool for checking whether or not your glasses are connected.For iOS

The following options are presented: 

 My Glass. Heading.
 Refresh. Button.
 Not connected.
 Glass status is not available. Please connect glass to the internet. 
 Tab list

For Android

The following options are presented: 

 Navigation. Button.
 My Glass. Heading.
 Refresh. Button.
 Not connected.
 Glass status is not available. Please connect glass to the internet.
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 Tab list

Glass connected

When your glasses are connected, there can be a lot of information on tab, which can be slightly 
overwhelming to a new Explorer. This section goes over every piece of information in detail. 
However, if you are still uncertain about an aspect, please contact the Aira Care team.

For iOS

There are two main sections listed in the swipe order. One is for the MiFi, and the other is for the 
glasses. Each element in this tab is explained below. 

My Glass

 My Glass. Connected. Heading.  
This is a quick indicator if your glasses are connected to Aira’s servers.

 Refresh. Button.  
If you were present on this screen before connecting your glasses, pressing this button 
will refresh the status and update you with new information.

 Glass Info. Heading.  
This is where the information about your glasses will be given.

 Wi-Fi Name. ATT-WiFi-9999.  
The numbers or Wi-Fi name may be different. This will inform you of the wireless 
network your glasses are connected to.

 Glass Battery: 60%. 
The percentage may be different. This will inform you of how much battery your glasses
have left.

 Estimated Time: 96 Minutes. 
This is how long it is estimated that your glasses will be able to operate while 
connected to an agent.

 Version. 0.0.48.  
This will indicate what version of software your glasses are currently running. If you 
would like to update your glasses, please consult the relevant section in the manual.
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MiFi

(The Horizon Smart Glasses do not need a MiFi to function, however this section appears in the 
Aira app all the same.)

 MiFi Info. Heading.  
This section provides information about the MiFi you are connected to. If you are 
connected to a hotspot or external wireless network not provided by Aira, this section 
may not populate. If this is the case, it will say “MiFi not connected”.

 MiFi Battery: 40%.  
This indicates how much power your MiFi unit has left.

 Signal Strength: Good.  
This indicates the level of signal. It ranges from bad, poor, fair, to good.

 Shut Down MiFi.  
Double tap this tab to shut down your MiFi. If your glasses are powered on when doing 
so, it is expected that they will disconnect. Please note that this is the ideal way to shut 
down your MiFi, so adhere to this method whenever possible.

For Android 

There are two main sections listed in the swipe order. One is for the MiFi, and the other is for the 
glasses. Each element in this tab is explained below.

 Navigation Tool.  
This will bring up your tab list.

 My Glass.  
This is just a heading.

 Refresh. Button.  
If you were present on this screen before connecting your glasses, pressing this button 
will refresh the status and update you with new information.

 Glass Info. Heading. 
This is where the information about your glasses will be given.

 Wi-Fi Name. ATT-WiFi-9999.  
The numbers or Wi-Fi name may be different. This will inform you of the wireless 
network your glasses are connected to.

 Glass Battery: 60%.  
The percentage may be different. This will inform you of how much battery your glasses
have left.

 96 Minutes.  
This is how long it is estimated that your glasses will be able to operate while 
connected to an agent. 

 Glass Version. 0.0.48.  
This will indicate what version of software your glasses are currently running. If you 
would like to update your glasses, please consult the relevant section in the manual.

MiFi
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(The Horizon Smart Glasses do not need a MiFi to function, however this section appears in the 
Aira app all the same.)

 MiFi Info. Heading.  
This section provides information about the MiFi you are connected to. If you are 
connected to a hotspot or external wireless network not provided by Aira, this section 
may not populate. If this is the case, it will say “MiFi not connected”.

 MiFi Battery: 40%.  
This indicates how much power your MiFi unit has left.

 Signal Strength: Good.  
This indicates the level of signal. It ranges from bad, poor, fair, to good.

 Shut Down MiFi.  
Double tap this tab to shut down your MiFi. If your glasses are powered on when doing 
so, it is expected that they will disconnect. Please note that this is the ideal way to shut 
down your MiFi, so adhere to this method whenever possible.

Wi-Fi tab

While this tab is where you will add external Wi-Fi networks, please note that the instructions for 
doing so are listed later on in the document.

For iOS

To access the Wi-Fi tab, first double tap on the My Glass tab in the tab list. Then swipe left until you
find the Wi-Fi button. Double tap it to open your Wi-Fi setting. Swiping right from the top of the list, 
the options are: 

 My Glass. Back button.
 Wi-Fi. Heading.
 Add. Button. 
 Edit. Button. 

If you haven’t set up any Wi-Fi networks you will see “No Wi-Fi Profiles”.
 Selected. ATT-WIFI-9999, MiFi.  

Double tap to set as default.
If you have other Wi-Fi networks added to your account, you will be able to see them 
here, and will read as above (AiraUserHome, WIFI, Double tap to select.)

 Reload. Button.
 Edit Wi-Fi.
 Tab List.

For Android

Here are the Wi-Fi options:
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 Navigation. Button.
 Wi-Fi. Heading.
 Add Wi-Fi. Button.
 Selected. ATT-WIFI-9999, MiFi.  

Double tap to set as default.
If you have other Wi-Fi networks added to your account, you will be able to see them 
here, and will read as above (AiraUserHome, WIFI, Double tap to select.)

 Edit Wi-Fi. Button. 

Edit Screen

If you click on the “Edit” button in the Wi-Fi tab, the screen layout will not change much.  The “Edit” 
button will change to “Done,” and you will be able to edit your Wi-Fi networks by simply double 
tapping on the network you wish to edit. Please note that you will not be able to edit the MiFi we 
provide you. Please see the “Other Wi-Fi Networks” section for instructions on how to add, edit, and
delete Wi-Fi networks.

Usage

The Usage tab contains information about every Aira session you have had. Here you can return to 
an individual session to rate an agent, or you can see how many minutes were used in each 
session. Below is an explanation of what you will find in the Usage tab.

For iOS

The Usage heading is the beginning of the swipe order.

 Usage. Heading.
 Basic / Plus / Pro / Premium plan.
 Amount of days left in current billing cycle (E.g.:12 days left in this billing cycle.

Billing cycle end date is December 12.)
 X minutes of Y minutes used. (E.g.: 30 minutes of 400 minutes used.)
 X minutes saved with Aira Access (I.E. 15 minutes saved with Aira Access.)
 Usage Progress: <percentage> of total minutes used.
 Includes <number> of rollover minutes.
 Users. Heading.
 You. <X> percent of total. <X> minutes used. <X> minutes saved with Aira Access. 

Primary.
Any users on Family Sharing will be listed here. See the Family Sharing section for 
more information.

 View my Usage Detail. Button.
 Tab list.
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For Android

The Usage heading is the beginning of the swipe order.

 Navigation. Tool.
 Usage. Heading.
 Plan. Button.
 History. Button
 Basic / Plus / Pro / Premium plan.
 Amount of days left in current billing cycle (E.g.: 12 days left in this billing cycle. Billing 

cycle end date is December 12.)
 X minutes of Y minutes used. (E.g.: 8 minutes of 400 minutes used.)
 X minutes saved with Aira Access (E.g.: 0 minutes saved with Aira Access.)
 Usage Progress: <percentage> of total minutes used.
 Includes <number> of rollover minutes and <number> of credited minutes.
 Users. Heading.
 You. <percent> percent of total.

Any users on Family Sharing will be listed here. See the Family Sharing section for 
more information.

o View my Usage Detail. Button.

View My Usage Detail 

If you double tap on the “View my Usage Detail” button, you will be taken to this screen.  This 
screen shows you information about every call you have made.

Here are the options:

 Usage. Back button.
 Detail Usage. Heading.
 Earlier. Heading.
 On <date>, <time> for <number of minutes> with Agent <name>.  (E.g.: The 22nd of 

May, 10:25 am. For 22 minutes, with agent Max.)
You can add feedback to a session by simply clicking on one of the sessions listed 
here. 
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More tab

The More heading is the left-most item in the swipe order.

 More. Heading.
 Account. Heading.
 Profile. <Explorer’s Name>. Button.
 Referral. Button.
 Minutes Sharing. Button
 Inbox. Heading.
 Photos. Button
 Linked Account. Heading.
 Uber.
 Uber sign in/out. Button.
 Lyft sign in/out.
 Aira Access. Heading.
 About Aira Access. Button.
 Aira Access Locations. Button.
 Support. Heading.
 Call Aira Support.
 Help Center. Button.
 Aira Explorer Guide. Button.
 Siri – Enabled. Button. 

(Double tap to toggle on or off)
 About. <app version>. Button.
 Log Out.
 Copyright Notice.
 Tab list 

The More tab is full of additional features that Aira offers you as an Explorer. For Android, all these 
options can be selected by double tapping your name in the menu.

If you need help with something that this manual does not cover, please contact Aira Care.
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Using Aira

This section explains how to access and use various Aira features. It will be assumed that you have
already installed the Aira app and signed in. 

Making your first call

When you first sign into the Aira app, you will be presented with a “Getting Started” screen.  This 
screen will display some information that you can read by swiping to the right.

In summary, the screen welcomes you to Aira and invites you to click the “Call Aira from Phone” 
button to get started. Once you do this, you will be connected to a professional Aira agent. The 
agent will then get you onboarded, and you will do some training together. The training takes about 
one hour to complete, and you will learn everything you need to know to get the most out of your 
Aira service.

During your training session, your Aira agent will explain the app’s features and how to use them. 
They will explain how agents will interact with you, what information they can give, and even help 
you set up an Aira profile. You profile gives agents useful information (from your description 
preferences to dietary restrictions for menus) that they can use whenever they are on a session 
with you. Please note that what is saved on your profile is only for the average case. If, for example,
you usually prefer extreme detail – facial expressions, shopping displays, and other items of interest
in your environment – but you are running late for a flight, you can tell your agent you would only 
like the information necessary for your travel.

Glass messages

When powering on your glasses, you will typically hear the following: 

 Glass start up occurs
 Your glasses will state “Aira starting.”
 After a moment, your glass will tell you how much battery you have left.
 The glasses will state they are searching for Wi-Fi.
 The glasses will indicate the connection status of the Wi-Fi networks it has been 

instructed to look for. You will hear one of the following:
o Wi-Fi connected. Glass ready for service. Your equipment is ready.

o Wi-Fi connected, no data. See troubleshooting section.

o Wi-Fi connected. Connection to Aira lost. See troubleshooting section.

You are ready to go when you hear your glasses state “Glass ready for service”.
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Making a call to an Aira agent

This section assumes you already have your glasses connected to a wireless network of your 
choice. If not, please see Connecting my Glass, Adding a Wi-Fi Network to my Aira Account, or the 
troubleshooting sections. 

 First, make sure you are on the Home section of the Aira App.
 If you wish to call Aira from phone, double tap on “Phone”.
 If you wish to call Aira from your glasses, double tap on “Glass”.
 Double tap on the “Call Aira from <choice>” button. It will either say “phone” or “glass” 

after “Call Aira.” This will start a session and connect you to an Aira agent.
 If you are conducting your first call, ask your agent to begin your onboarding process.

Use a Voice Assistant

Would you rather use Siri or Google Assistant to call Aira? Just follow the steps below:

 For iOS

 Hold down your Siri button.
 Say “Make an Aira Video Call,” to call using your glasses, or “Make an Aira Audio Call” 

to call using your phone.
 Note: Aira is understood by Siri as “Air-uh”. 

Aira Access

Aira Access is an exciting feature that enables you to use Aira for free in certain locations, or when 
using certain products. There is an ever-changing list of places and products that allow Aira Access.

The Aira app will let you know if you are near, or located in, an Aira Access location. If you call an 
agent while in an Aira Access location, your minutes will not be deducted from your subscription. 

You can see which locations have Aira Access by doing the following:

 Click on the More tab.
 Click on the “Aira Access” button.

The screen will then populate with locations that have Aira Access. If you are at an event that Aira 
is participating in, it may be worth a look!
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Uber

You Aira account can be linked with your Uber account to further enhance your Aira service. Once 
connected with an agent, you will be able to undertake several Uber-related tasks for you. 

Before getting started

You must already have an Uber account, and you must be signed into the Uber app to continue. 
After making sure this is done, you will rarely need to interact with the Uber app.

Connecting to Uber

From the More tab:

 Click the Uber sign-in button
 Allow the Uber app to open.
 Click Continue to Uber App.

Once returned to Aira, you will see that the “Sign In” button has changed to “Sign Out”.

There will be a notification in the Aira app that will inform you of the success or failure of the 
authorization.

If you experience an issue, please restart the Aira app and try again. If the issue persists, see 
Troubleshooting for more information.

Note: Not all Uber options may be available. Your agent will outline whatever options are available, 
as seen on their dashboard. If you know a certain Uber option should be available, you may have to
request it with Uber before connecting to an agent.

Using Uber

To use this feature, you need to be connected to an agent. Once connected to an agent, you can 
ask the agent to request an Uber for you.  

Depending on your area, the agent will offer you the Uber options available, and their estimated fee.
For example, Uber X for $10.

After your Uber is requested, the agent will be able to keep you up-to-date on the location of your 
ride. The agent can even assist you in locating the ride when it arrives, as well as locating the door 
you wish to enter. Once you are in your Uber, the agent will ask if they can assist you with anything 
else.
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Lyft

You Aira account can be linked with your Lyft account to further enhance your Aira service. Once 
connected with an agent, they will be able to undertake several Lyft-related tasks for you.

Before getting started

You must already have a Lyft account, and you must be signed into the Uber app to continue. After 
making sure this is done, you will rarely need to interact with the Uber app.

Connecting to Lyft

From the More tab:

 Click the Uber sign-in button
 Allow the Uber app to open.
 Click Continue to Uber App.

Once returned to Aira, you will see that the “Sign In” button has changed to “Sign Out”.

There will be a notification in the Aira app that will inform you of the success or failure of the 
authorization.

If you experience an issue, please restart the Aira app and try again. If the issue persists, see 
Troubleshooting for more information.

Using Lyft

To use this feature, you need to be connected to an agent. Once connected to an agent, you can 
ask the agent to request a Lyft for you.  

Depending on your area, the agent will offer you the Lyft options available, and their estimated fee. 
For example, Lyft Line for $10.

After your Lyft is requested, the agent will be able to keep you up-to-date on the location of your 
ride. The agent can even assist you in locating the ride when it arrives, as well as locating the door 
you wish to enter.Once you are in your Lyft, the agent will ask if they can assist you with anything 
else.
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External Wi-Fi networks

There are other ways to connect your glasses to Aira. For example, you can use:

 Your home or office network
 Your cell phone’s hot spot
 A guest Wi-Fi network

However, there are a few things to note about Wi-Fi networks. 

Aira needs an SSID and a password to connect to a Wi-Fi network. You can use either a WEP or, 
preferably, a WPA2 password. If your Wi-Fi network requires interacting with any sort of web 
application, or website, Aira is not be able to connect to that network at this time. If, however, you 
only require an SSID and password to connect, you should be able to connect without any trouble.

You will need the exact SSID and password to continue. Without the exact SSID and password, 
your Aira glasses will not be able to find the wireless network. Remember, both the SSID and 
password inputs are case sensitive.

How to add a Wi-Fi network

From the Wi-Fi section in the My Glass tab:

 Double tap “Add”
 Select either Wi-Fi or Hotspot, depending on the type of network

If you are using an iPhone or Android device as a hotspot, double tap “Hotspot”. If you 
are connecting to a home or office network, click Wi-Fi.

 Input the SSID and password in the appropriate text boxes and click “Add”.

After you have added the network to Aira, it will show up in the list of Wi-Fi devices shown in the Wi-
Fi section of the My Glass tab, which you are returned to after the “Add” button is tapped.

Double tapping on a new network (while your glasses are connected to Aira) will attempt to connect
the glasses to that network. If your glasses are not connected to Aira, double tapping on a Wi-Fi 
network will make that network the default. Then, after powering on your glasses, you will be able to
connect to your new Wi-Fi network.
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Troubleshooting

This section aims to go over several of the most common issues the Aira Care team has reported. If
an issue has a solution that you can handle yourself, it will be listed. If you find that your issue is not
listed, please contact the Aira Care team.

My glasses are not being detected

If your glasses are not detected, and the smartphone app says, "Searching for your glass," it is 
recommended to close the Aira app completely. Ensure that your glasses are turned on. With 
regards to Horizon, ensure that you connect the glasses to the Horizon Phone and that the Horizon 
Phone says that you are connected to Aira. Then restart the Aira app on your smartphone. It should
now say that "Glass is connected."

I ran out of minutes. Now what?

If you are in need of more minutes, there are two options you can take. The first is to call the Aira 
Care team and request to purchase more minutes. Currently, the cost is $50 for 100 Add-on 
Minutes. These minutes, once the transaction has been completed, will be credited to your account 
and will be valid for three months.

The second option is to upgrade your plan. If you find that you are regularly going over your 
monthly allotment of minutes, then upgrading your plan may be the right choice for you. You can 
call the Aira Care team to upgrade or downgrade your plan at any time. Please note that whenever 
you upgrade or downgrade any additional minutes you have obtained will be lost.

My friend would be a great agent!

Do you have a friend or family member that you think would enjoy working with Aira? Just have 
them visit http://aira.io/careers and apply through our website. Please note that once they apply, 
they will receive communication from Aira directly. There is no need to enquire after your 
application. We do hold applications on reserve and will often consult applicants in the queue in the 
next round of hiring.
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Contact the Aira Care team

If for any reason you need to contact the Aira Care team, just use the details below.

Our care team is trained and ready to respond to your needs. You can contact the team on Monday
through Friday, 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Pacific Time, and on the weekends from 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Pacific Time by calling (800) 835-1934 or emailing support@aira.io.

Appendix: United States Time Zones

Here is a list of time zones in the United States and the hours of operation for Aira services.

 
Time Zone Access to Agents    Aira Care Hours             Aira Care Weekend Hours
Pacific 4AM-10PM 6AM-6PM 9AM-2PM
Mountain 5AM-11PM 7AM-7PM 10AM-3PM
Central 6AM-12AM 8AM-8PM 11AM-4PM
Eastern 7AM-1AM 9AM-9PM 12PM-5PM
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